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integer. The
In this paper we present two algorithms for testing primality of
in
steps; while, the second runs in
n) step but assumes
the Extended Riemann Hypothesis. We also show that a class of functions which
includes the Euler phi function are computationally equivalent to factoring integers.

first algorithm

INTRODUCTION
Two classic computational problems are finding efficient
for: (1) testing
primality (deciding whether an integer is prime or composite), (2) factoring integers.
The best upper bounds on the number of steps needed by algorithms for (1) or (2)
are due to Pollard
Pollard proves an upper bound of
steps for testing
primality and an upper bound of
steps for factoring, where is any constant
>O. We give an algorithm which tests primality and runs in
steps. By slightly
this algorithm and assuming the Extended Riemann Hypothesis (ERH)
we produce an algorithm which tests primality and runs in
steps. Thus
we show primality is testable in time polynomial in the length of the binary representation of Using the terminology of Cook
and Karp
we say primality is testable
in polynomial time on the ERH.
One of the values of having a fast algorithm for factoring integers is that then
many other computational problems could be done quickly. For example, the Euler
phi function can obviously be computed quickly given the prime factorization of II.
As a
of the work on tests for primality we show that in fact the converse
is true, assuming the ERH. Thus, computing the Euler phi function is
equivalent to factoring, assuming the ERH.
In the last section we discuss the relationship between recognition problems and
computational problems. We show that a class of functions which includes prime
factorization and the Euler phi function has the property that the graph of each
function in this class is recognizable in polynomial time on the ERH.
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TESTS FOR PRIMALITY
Our main goal in this section is Theorem 2, but first we make precise the notion
steps.
of a test for primality in
tests primality in
if there exists
DEFINITION. We say an
a deterministic Turing machine which implements this algorithm, and this machine
correctly indicates whether n is prime or composite in less than K
steps, for
some constant
Using this definition we can state Theorem 1:

THEOREM 1. There exists an algorithm which tests primality in

steps.

If we then assume the Extended Riemann Hypothesis (see the Appendix), Theorem 1
can be vastly improved. Since the running time is small it
more convenient
to state the running time in terms of the length of the binary representation. Thus,
let n denote the length of the binary representation of n. Using this notation the
main theorem is:

THEOREM 2 (ERH).
n log log n steps.

There exists an algorithm which tests

in

The difficult step in the proof of the above two theorems is in demonstrating
that there is a “small” quadratic nonresidue. In Theorem 1, we appeal to the work
of Burgess, who uses
proof of the Riemann Hypothesis over finite fields,
while in Theorem 2 we use
reduction of the size of the
quadratic
nonresidue to the
Riemann Hypothesis.
Throughout the paper we will use the following conventions or notations:
Notation. We will assume that n, the number to be factored or tested for primality,
is odd, for the even case easily can be reduced to the odd case. We let q vary over
odd primes, and (a,b) denote the greatest common divisor of a and b. The
of
in n will be denoted by
=
We will also need the following functions:
=
be the prime factorization of the odd number n.
DEFINITION.
We let “prime factorization” denote the function from the natural numbers to some
fixed appropriate coding of the prime factors and their exponents. We also consider
the following three functions:

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

=

- 1)
- 1),

=
=

-

- 1,

- 1).

+-function),
(The Carmichael A-function),
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Motivation of

Fermat proved that for p prime
1 modp

Therefore, if for some a, 1 < a

if

=

1.

n,

1 mod n,
then n must be composite. Now,
mod n can be computed in
n
steps (where
denotes the cost of multiplying two numbers of length n
using standard techniques described in
A possible technique for recognizing
composite numbers might be to systematically search for an a satisfying (1). This
technique could
for composite n for two reasons:
(a) There could be composite n which satisfies Fermat’s Congruence. That is,
1 mod n
for all (a, n) = 1.
(b) The first a satisfying (1) could be very large, which would give us an inefficient method.
The rest of this section will be devoted to handling these two problems. We start
by showing that in fact some composite numbers satisfy Fermat’s Congruence.

THEOREM(Carmichael

if

n - 1.

=
For example, the composite number 561 = 3 11 17 is such that
16) = 80, and 80 divides
It follows that (a, 561) = 1 implies
1 mod 561 for all natural numbers a. Thus there are composite numbers
which satisfy Fermat’s Congruence. At first these numbers seem more
to
recognize as composite. Not only will we recognize them as composite, but we will
quickly find a divisor. By what we have done it would seem that the obvious approach
would be to use Fermat’s test to recognize composite n such that
n - 1 and
n - 1. Instead we shall separate the composite
some other test for n such that
numbers into sets according to whether
n - 1 or
n - 1.
Since the algorithms used in Theorems 1 and 2 are essentially the same we shall
define the following class of algorithms:

DEFINITION OF A,.
We define

Let be a computable function on the natural numbers.
on input n as follows:

n =
(1) Check if n is a perfect power,
power then output “composite” and halt.
for each a
(2) Carry out steps
holds output “composite” and halt:

where

2. If n is a perfect

If at any stage (i), (ii), or
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1 mod
mod

(ii)
(iii)

- 1, n) # 1,

for some

- 1).

1

(3) Output “prime” and halt.
Note.
as defined above is a simplified version of the algorithm needed to get
Theorem 2. A, will give an algorithm for testing primality in
n steps
ERH.
Before we prove Theorems 1 and 2 we must develop the technical hardware to
define and to show that there is an a
which
We start by considering those composite numbers which satisfy
n - 1.
In the following lemma we give a characterization of some of the
which satisfy
1 mod n.

LEMMA

- 1 then there

If

p -1
(1) p
(2) if a is any

-

p

q so that:

-

n

nonresidue mod p then

- 1 for

some integer m
1 mod n.

1;

See the Appendix for the definition of qth nonresidue modp and the definition .
of index of a mod p, which we will denote by ind, a, defined only when
- 1)).
Let
be the distinct prime divisors of n. Thus
=
Proof of Lemma
- 1,
- which implies - 1 - 1 for some By setting
=
we have
n and p - 1. Since - 1 - 1, there must exist
a prime q and an integer m
I so that
- 1 and
- 1.
and
satisfy condition (1). We next show that p, satisfy condition (2).
Suppose the lemma is false,
I mod Since p
we have

Let

be a generator modp; then by (2) we have
modp implies p - 1
we have

p - 1 (ind,
Now a is a pth nonresidue implies

1 modp. Since

-

ind, a. Thus
and

Applying (4) to (3) gives
Lemma

motivates

- 1, which is a contradiction.

definition of the first qth nonresidue modp.
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DEFINITION. Let
be the least a so that a is a qth
modp defined
only when q p - 1. Using index arguments it is not hard to show that
q) is
prime.
THEOREM (Ankeny

q) =

Using Ankeny's
and Lemma 1 we have that if
- then there
such that
1 mod n.
exists an a
We now return to a discussion of composite numbers which have the property that
- 1. Let
be the distinct prime divisors of n; then by the definition
of A' we know that
=
- l),...,
- 1)). Thus for some
1 i m,
- 1). We next make a distinction between two types
of numbers as follows:
be the distinct prime divisors of
We say is of
DEFINITION. Let
type A if for some 1 j m,
>
- 1). On the other hand, we say
n is of type if
=
- 1) = Digressing for a moment to motivate the next three lemmas, suppose we have a
composite number n = pq. Suppose further that we have a number m so that
m

1 mod q

and

modp.

The first of the restrictions in (5) implies q m - 1 and the second implies
1 mod n. Thus q (m - n). If we
quickly compute some m satisfying
we would quickly know a divisor of
In the
lemmas we develop a
method for finding satisfying (5). We say b has a nontrivial GCD with if (b, n) 1
or n.

be a composite number of type A
q
- 1). Assume further that 0 < a < so that
is the
symbol
Appendix), then either a
mod
GCD
n.

LEMMA 2A. Let
=

-1 where
has a
(a,

- 1)

=

-1

Suppose a has a trivial GCD with
Since 1 a < n it must be that
= 1. Since q - 1
and
- 1) <
we have q - 1

thus
q,

Since
1mod p then
mod p. Suppose
1 mod p
then p - 1 (ind,
which implies that ind, a is even. On the other hand,
= -1 implies ind, a is odd (see the Appendix). So
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By
prime. Thus

mod n) - 1. By
mod - 1,

-1

mod

since

is an odd

1, n.

LEMMA 2B.
be a composite number
at least
say and Further suppose is of type B and 1 < a < is so that
Then,either a or
mod - 1 has a
divisor

= -1.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma

we assume that a has a
GCD with
thus (a, = 1. Without loss of generality we assume that
= - 1 and
= 1.
techniques similar to above we show
- 1 modp and
1 mod p. The rest of the argument follows from the above proof.

+ 1 then

LEMMA 3. If

Proof. Since

1m
the two possible values of

llows that
separately:

(1) If
the fact that

1 modp then
m we have
(2) If, on the other hand,

mod
modp. We consider

1 modp, since by our choice of

and

we note that:

Since
is odd,
Using
and 3 we see that: if n is a type A composite number,
- 1,
and a
2) then either a
or
mod - 1, n)
1, For type B
numbers we will need the following definition.

is the Jacobi symbol and
is prime.

be the
so that
is defined only when

where
Note again that

THEOREM (Ankeny
Ankeny does not actually state the case
but it follows without‘any
in his argument. We only need to use the stronger form of Selberg’s
referred to as
Lemma
Also see
for the statement
theorem.
of Theorem 2 (weak form). By Theorems of Ankeny we can pick
1 that

I
Considkr

=

n

I
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Analysis of Running Time

(1) A, must first check to see if is a perfect power which will take
steps. We leave it to the reader to verify this bound.
(2) A, must check (i), (ii), and (iii) for
Check (i) takes, say
steps.
Check (ii) takes
steps.
Check (iii) takes
+
puted in
steps, see
and 1 < k
least
steps, thus check (iii) takes at most

different a’s.

<
n

steps since GCD can be
Now multiplication takes at
n
steps.

So A, runs in
steps. If we use the Schonhage-Strassenalgorithm
for multiplying binary numbers,
=
log
log log
and we have
log
log log
steps.

of Correctness of A, . If is prime A, will indicate correctly that n is prime,
so we need only show that A, recognizes composite n. If is composite it will fall
into one of the following three cases.
(1)
(2)

is a prime power,
- 1,
- 1 and

(3)

is not a prime power.

Case 1. If is a prime power then
indicate that A, is composite.

is a perfect power and in this case A, will

Case 2. If
- 1 then by Lemma 1 we have a and
then
1 mod Thus we need only note that
follows by our choice off.

3. If

n - 1 and

such that if a =
which

is not a prime power:

(A) Suppose is of type A then by Lemmas 2A and 3 we can choose and k
such that if a =
2) then either a or
mod n) - 1, n)
1, n. Since
2)
will be recognized as composite by either step (i) or

(B) Suppose is of type B. Then by Lemmas 2B and 3 and the assumption
is not a perfect power, we can choose p,
and k
- 1) so that if
a =
then either a or
mod - 1,
1, Since
A, will indicate that is composite.

that

To prove Theorem 1 we need the following results of Burgess.

.
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Proof of
so that

1. By the Theorem of Burgess we can pick an integer

1

Consider A, where
=
Since
runs
Set =
in
steps we need only show that A, tests primality. If n is prime then A,
will indicate that is prime.
Suppose that is composite. Then must lie in at least one of the following four
Case 1.
Case

2.

is a prime power.
has a divisor

3.

- 1,

has no divisor

By Lemma 1 there exist primes p , such that if a =
So we need only show that a =
We have

from above. Since

n.

then

is composite and for all a

p

p

.

Substituting (6)into (5) we have
a
Case 4.

- 1 and n has no divisor

since

1.
and

is not a prime power.

(A) Suppose is of type A. Then as in Case 3A of Theorem 1 we need only
show a =
2)
where p
Since in this case ( 5 ) and (6) hold we get

(B) Suppose is of type B. Since is not a prime power
distinct prime divisors, say
We need to show that
follow if we show pq
Claim.

(see

has at
which
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Suppose = pq where p < q. Now q - 1 pq - 1, since
- But this
q.
implies q - 1 p - 1. Hence q p, which contradicts the assumption that
By claim =
where I
1. Since
we have I

A,

to

First note that in step (2) of A, need not vary over all numbers
Since the number of prime
is
prime numbers
prime number theorem, we have the upper bound for Theorem 2 of
steps.
(1) If is perfect power output composite.
(2) Compute
where
is the ith
<
Compute Q, so that - 1 =
and proceed to (ii) (let denote throughout).

but only
by the
log log

number and
is
and Q is odd. Let

that
=1

+

(i) If i < m set i to
1. If i = then output
and halt.
and halt.
(ii) If a n then output
mod n,
mod
mod
Compute
If
mod
1 then output
and halt.
(iv) If
mod = 1 go to (i).
Set =
mod
1).
(v) If
mod = n - 1 go to (i).
Output “composite” and halt.

As in the proof of Theorem 2 (weak form) the running time of A, is dominated
by step
where f is as before. Essentially, A, must compute the following:
(1) the first
method,

(2)

primes, which will take

steps .by the

sieve

where a varies over the first m primes, which will take
steps. Thus, the running time of A, is
n log log

T o show that A, tests primality we need only reconsider Case 3:
Case 3.

- 1 and

is not a prime power.

(A) Suppose n is of type A with
=
- 1) >
- 1) and
q
Let a =
2) (thus a is prime). Thus we need
show that either
and
step (ii), (iii), or (vi) outputs “composite” for this a. So suppose a
1 mod
We show that A, reaches step
If
1 modp then 2 S, since
= -1 and p is odd. Since p
we have
1 mod n. Thus
will reach
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step (v). By Lemmas 2A and 3, we know there exists a so that
1 mod q and
-1 modp. Suppose
-1 mod then
-1
and q. Now
k
-1 modp implies = On the other hand,
1 mod q and
-1 mod q implies > Thus by contradiction
-1 mod Hence
A, reaches step (vi).
(B) Suppose
Case A.

is of type B. The proof in this case follows the argument in

RELATIVE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
In this section we discuss the relative computational complexity of certain functions
from number theory.
T o begin, consider the following example: The Euler phi function,
is defined
to equal the number of integers between 1 and which are relatively
to n.
Computing
via this definition, checking each number less than and seeing
if it is relatively prime to n, requires at least n steps. Thus this method requires
Now given the prime factorization
an exponential number of steps in terms of
we can evaluate
via the product
of say
=

- 1)

- 1)

in at most log, n multiplications, thus, in time at
a polynomial in terms of
We can restate the product formula from a complexity point of view as: If the prime
could be computed “quickly.”
factorization of could be computed “quickly” then
We now proceed to formalize the above statement and prove its converse, assuming
the ERH.
Definitions for reducibility amongst recognition problems (sets) have been
introduced by many authors, see in particular Cook [6] and Karp
we are
primarily concerned with functions, we introduce the notation of functional
reducibility.
DEFINITION. Given functions and g we say that is
time reducible
to g denoted f
g, if there exists a Turing machine which on inputs and
computes
in
steps for some constant
We say is polynomial time
g and g
f and denote this relation by f
g.
equivalent to g
The above definition of polynomial time reducible is very strong. It says that
if two functions are polynomial time equivalent then upper (lower) bounds on their
running time differ by at most an additive polynomial uniformly. In a later example
we shall make a definition of polynomial time reducibility which need only preserve
the asymptotic running times.
We now formalize our statement about
function.
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Thefunctions+, A, A’ are
A’
“prime factorization.”

4.

time reducible to

p “prime factorization’’ follows by our discussion in the introduction
of this section. T o show that A, A’ are reducible to prime factorization we note the
following two facts about the LCM function:

(1)
(2)

b)

=a

b),
b), c).

=

By Lemma 4 we have that if the Euler function cannot be computed in polynomial
time then neither can we factor integers in polynomial time. But it may be the case
that computing
can be done-quickly while factoring is difficult. The next lemma
shows that all functions from a certain class which includes are no easier to compute
than prime factorization, assuming the ERH.

LEMMA 5 (ERH). Let g be any function such that

I
=

(2)

n

k.

for some

Then “primefactorization“
Consider the following procedure on n and
Check if n is a perfect power.
(2) Carry out steps (i) and (ii) for each
of Theorem 1):

(where f is as in the proof

a

I
(ii)

mod n) -

n)

1 for some a

k

If
then we know by arguments similar to Case 3 of the proof of Theorem 2
that this procedure will produce a divisor of n if is composite. If we set =
then in
n
n
steps we will either know that n is prime or that
is a divisor of n, for some n’. If in the above procedure we replace by n’ then
since n’ n implies
Thus in
n’
steps we
will either know n’ is prime or n” is a factor of n’. Iterating this procedure at most
times we will have all prime factors of n. Thus, we get a prime factorization
n
n ())steps.Since
=
it runs
n
n
steps.
Thus we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 3 (ERH). The functions
“prime
polynomial time equivalent,

A, A’, and “prime factorization” are all
A’.
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Another problem related to factoring numbers is finding the period of a rational
number. We know that every rational number is periodic in any base. Thus the
function
(a, b)
the minimum period of l / a base b is well defined. It
does not seem possible to prove equivalence between
and
factorization” using the previous definition of reducibility. Thus we introduce a weaker
definition of reducibility similar to Turing reducibility from‘recursion theory.

DEFINITION. Given functions f and g we say that f is
g if there exists a Turing machine
reducible to g denoted f
properties:

time Turing
the following

( 1 ) the machine has a distinguished tape on which it can call for values of g,
where the cost of calling for
is m
steps;

+

(2) the machine computes f (n)in
We say f and

steps for some constant
iff

time Turing

and

f denoted

f

In Lemma 5 we made certain restrictions on the growth of the function g. We
required that the length of g grow by at most a polynomial in terms of the length
of its argument. We shall say that such a function has syntactic polynomial growth.
LEMMA 6.

the class of
with syntactic
and
have the following properties:

,
and

(1)

are transitiverelations. Thus

and

growth the relations
are equivalence relations;

f
(3) the
of
class mod
and mod

computable in polynomial time forms an equivalence

Using our second definition of reducibility we can now prove equivalence between
period and prime factorization.

THEOREM 4 (ERH). “period” is polynomial time Turing .equivalent to “prime
factorization,”
“period”
“primefactorization.”
Proof. A standard theorem in number theory is (see Hardy and Wright
if a =
where
b) = 1 and u consists only of primes which divide b then
b) =
1 mod
That is, the
b) equals the order of
mod v.
We start by showing that “period”
“prime factorization.’’ Assume the input
is [a,
The machine first computes u, v as above by successive applications of
GCD. For completeness we give a possible method. Consider the sequences ,
and
defined by
= a,
=
and
=
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and consists only of primes dividing b. If
then
n i = a then
= and
=
The machine now calls for the
torization of from which it computes
It now calls for the prime
say
We know by
Theorem, see
f b mod divides
Thus we need only determine which of the
his can be done by computing the
satisfying

Now a =

1 mod

for each i

It follows that the order b mod equals
be as in the proof of Theorem 2
that has no factors between 2 and

‘prime factorization”
mber be factored by n.
just factor them out.
Let

2),

=

Then

Since
i)
for 2 i
we have
hence
Suppose
Then
p - 1 for some n. Let a be the minimum qth
n we have the following:
a =
nonresidue modp,
Extended Riem
ypothesis a
Thus a
order of a modp since a is a
nonresidue modp and
p - 1.
(2)
Since n) = 1 by (1)
From these two facts
Since satisfies the hyp
factorization”
h. h
“period” since we can define a machine which simply calls for
2),
)) and computes their
This machine runs in
time
since
=
by Lemma 6 we have “prime factorization”
“period.”

FACTORING

AN D

computational complexity theory
showed that a surprising number of
. One recognition problem which was not
was the set of composite numbers, {composites). Pratt
ers, {primes}, is in NP. Thus it
unlikely
r this would imply that NP =
where
ements are in NP. Further, by Theorem 2
ERH. These two facts to a certain extent settle
the relation of {composites) to the P-NP question. The complexity of factoring seems
more elusive.
Probably the most interesting open
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In light of Pratt’s work it seems natural to view factoring in terms of nondeterminism, not as a recognition problem, but rather as a function which is nondeterministically computed. In the next definition we introduce the notion of deterministic
(nondeterministic) polynomial time computable functions.
DEFINITION. Let
denote those total functions over the natural numbers
computable in polynomial time. We say a nondeterministic machine computes f
in T steps if the machine on input has some path which halts and any path which
halts must output
in
steps. Using this definition, we let NP* denote
those total functions over the natural numbers computable in nondeterministic
polynomial time.
As in the introduction of this section, we let P (NP)denote those subsets of the
natural numbers recognizable in deterministic (nondeterministic) polynomial time.
It is clear that the set of composite numbers is contained in NP,
{composites) NP.
Pratt proved the following surprising result:

THEOREM [

{primes} NP.

Using Pratt’s result we get the following corollaries:
COROLLARY

“primefactorization”

Proof. The machine simply guesses a prime factorization, recognizes each of the
factors as prime and then outputs the “prime factorization.’’ Since there are at most
logn factors the machine runs in polynomial time.

COROLLARY 2.

Proof. Since all four functions are polynomial time Turing reducible to the
function “prime factorization” and ”prime factorization” is in
we need only
show the following lemma:
L EMMA 7. Iff

g and g

NP* then f

Let
be a machine which computes f via the method given by
Let M‘ be a machine which computes g nondeterministically in polynomial time.
To construct a machine which computes f we simply replace the calls for values
of g in M by computations using M . Now the new machine runs in polynomial
time since M can call for at most a polynomial number of values of g each of which
can be computed in polynomial time.

At this time we introduce two different constructions for producing recognition
problems from functions and examine their properties in light of the results of the
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preceding sections. Let (a, b) be some encoding of the ordered pair a, as a natural
time.
number which is “efficient,” that is, we can encode and decode in

DEFINITION. Iff is a total function over the natural numbers, we let the graph
off be
is a natural number)

=

Using these two definitions we get the following lemmas. (We let SPG denote
those total
with syntactic polynomial growth, defined in the previous
section.)

LEMMA 8. Iff SPG then the

statements are equivalent:

(3)‘ f
(4)

are straightforward. We
The cases
(2) (3) (4) and (3)
prove the case (4)
(3). Since
NP
there exists a nondeterministic machine
which computes the characteristic function of
in polynomial time. Since is in
SPG there exist constants and such that
n The value of
lies
between 0 and
Thus, using a binary search we need only compute
values of the characteristic function of
.

LEMMA 9.

g SPG then the

P
(2)

and

hold:

f P*,
then

P is clear whereas
P
follows by the same
Proof. (1)
argument used to show that
NP
f
(2) Consider the following machine, say M, on input (n, m):
M
(n,
into n and m and attempts to compute
by the
algorithm given by g
on inputs and m. If it halts with a possible value for
say h,
continues to step (ii). If the algorithm uses more than some
steps it rejects (n,m), where c, k are given by the reduction.
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h ) and checks if (n,h)
by the algorithm given
(ii) M computes
P . If
h)
then M rejects (n, m), otherwise it continues to
and
by
we know =
(iii) M computes
then M accepts

=m

It should be clear that

If

using
by the algorithm given by f
m), otherwise it rejects (n,m).
runs in polynomial time and that it accepts precisely

.

Using the last two lemmas and the reductions of the last section we get:

THEOREM 5 (ERH). Thegraphs of
in polynomial time.

A, A‘, and “primefactorization)’ are recognizable

Proof. By Lemma 9 we need only show that the graph of “prime factorization”
is in since by Theorem 3 all four functions are polynomial time equivalent. But,
the graph of prime factorization is in P by Theorem 2.

THEOREM 6. The projections of “period,”
and
are
of NP
and if any of these projections are members of P then all the
functions are in P*.
Proof. The first part of Theorem 6 follows from Corollary 2 and Lemma 8 while
the second part follows from Lemma 9 part (1).
These results permit us to make a distinction between our two methods of
constructing recognition problems from functions. Theorem 5 suggests that the
graph of a function may be easy to recognize while the function may be difficult
to compute. Lemmas 8 and 9 show that projection is a natural complexity preserving
map from functions to relations. Theorem 6 exhibits possible candidates for recognition
problems in (NP
- P.

APPENDIX
Let
denote the ring of integers mod Let
denote the integers relatively
is a group and if is a prime then
prime to under multiplication mod
is a cyclic group of order - 1. Thus, the only solutions to the equation
1 mod
are
We may pick a generator of the cyclic group
say b; then we define
a modp}. We note that ind, a is dependent on our choice
ind, a =
of a generator. We say a is a qth residue mod if there exists with
a (mod
q

Note. If
a.

q are primes and q p - 1 then a is a qth residue mod p if and only if
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The Legendre symbol
=

--

defined by:

if a is a quadratic residue mod and
= 1;
if a is a quadratic nonresidue mod and {a, = 1 ;

.

The

symbol

is defined by:

and
are the Legendre symbols.
where
The above two symbols for
denominators define functions which fall into
a general class of functions called characters. We define one more character as follows:
if (a,
where

=

1,

- 1 and ) is the exponential function.
L functions are defined by:

(ERH). The zeros of
ie on the

(real part of

in the critical strip,
=
where is any of
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